Musing on maritime Malta

The opening of the first marine environmental education centre in Dwejra, Gozo, was a red-letter day for ocean literacy in the Maltese islands. Photo: Adam Gauci

European Maritime Day (May 21), which was celebrated in Malta last year, is the perfect red letter day to reflect on the oft-overlooked marine and maritime legacy of the Maltese archipelago.

In an island state like ours, whose territorial waters are almost 14 times bigger than the islands’ miniscule area, and whose coastline is almost 300 kilometres long, one would take it as a given that Malta fosters a maritime vocation. And yet one gets the impression that, bar for a small intrepid fishing community, the Maltese have always been introduced to, and taken out to sea by their colonisers, with the Phoenicians, the Knights of St John and the British being the most prominent in sharing their naval prowess with the native Maltese.

Since Joe Borg’s term as EU Commissioner for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, the European Commission has sought a more comprehensive and sustainable exploitation of European seas, and with sound reason too. The numbers are very compelling. Out of the 28 EU states, 23 have a coastline, 41 per cent of the EU population, or 206 million citizens, live in coastal areas, and marine and coastal activities in the EU account for an estimated gross value added ranging between €330 and €485 billion, employing between 5.4 and seven million EU citizens.

The EU’s thrust towards the sea has crystallised in the Blue Growth strategy, which was formulated on the back on the Limassol Declaration signed by all EU countries during the Cypriot presidency in 2012. The declaration, which has paved the way for The Blue Economy for Smart, Inclusive and Sustainable Growth, involves a pledge by EU countries to enhance innovation and marine and maritime research, to work towards the effective development and accessibility of marine knowledge, to support the integration of maritime surveillance and the improvement of marine governance, to support the implementation of marine spatial planning (MSP) and integrated coastal zone management (ICZM) and to assist in the implementation of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD).

The latter is the flagship EU directive when it comes to holistic monitoring of marine ecosystems and is the culmination of a long process that started way back in 2006 with the release of the Green Paper on an Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP), followed by the release of the Blue Book on the same theme a year later.

The intense jostling for marine space by competing users currently taking place in our limited shallow-water area shows need for Malta to enhance its efforts to implement MSP. The development of a tailor-made marine spatial plan seeks to minimise conflicts between users by allocating areas for specific activities. The plan should be dynamic and adaptive and continuously revised to reflect the situation in the field.

In fact, within the 30-kilometre stretch between the marine area off Delimara to waters to the east of Comino, competition for space is cut-throat. The competitors include at least six aquaculture operators and an offshore aquaculture zone, at least four bunkering and conveyance zones, two port approach areas, vessel waiting zones, numerous wrecks and other...
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Malta has the potential to become an ocean literacy platform for the southern Mediterranean. The marine hub concept could incorporate this consideration.

In terms of ocean literacy, both formal and informal avenues are being developed. Formal means include the designation of ad hoc Master’s courses at the University, including the multidisciplinary Master’s in Applied Oceanography (https://www.um.edu.mt/ioi-moc/msc) which is being offered by the IOI-MOC as from October to train the next generation of Maltese maritime professionals.

This is in addition to the Master’s in Ocean Governance, another inter-disciplinary programme of studies that the IOI-MOC has been offering since last October (www.um.edu.mt/imp/courses/master_of_arts_in_ocean_governance2).
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Conference on addressing the jellyfish phenomenon
To commemorate this year’s European Maritime Day, the IOI-MOC is organising a conference on May 20 and 21 entitled Addressing the Jellyfish Phenomenon to Safeguard Coastal Tourism and Fisheries: Research, Innovation, Management and Education, as part of the Med-Jellyrisk project (http://jellyrisk.eu).